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     Thank you for purchasing a DownEaster Dump Insert.  This Owners Manual provides easy to follow 
instructions for installing, operating, and servicing the unit.  Read the entire manual carefully to learn the 
proper procedures for each operation.  Follow all of the instructions described to keep the dumper in top 
condition and it will provide years of trouble-free performance.  In the event that a problem should arise or if 
you have any questions about the spreader please contact your DownEaster dealer.
     All information, illustrations, and specifications in this manual are based on the latest DownEaster Dump 
Insert and Trailer information available at the time of publication.  The manufacturer reserves the right to 
make changes and improvements without notice.

*** NOTE:  Read this manual and fully understand the information presented before starting or operating 
the equipment.
*** NOTE:  Some short bed Dodge ram trucks from 2003 to 2009, may require an extension kit, due to the 
bed length of 6'-4", being 2" short of nominal length for proper clearance.

SAFETY

* NOTE -  Advises of general information or instructions important to the operation or maintenance 

The purpose of safety symbols is to draw attention to possible dangers.  The safety symbols and explanations 
with them deserve your careful attention.  The safety warnings do not by themselves eliminate any danger.  
The instructions or warnings they give are not substitutes for proper accident prevention procedures.

                                                           Identifies the most serious hazards

                                                
                                                             Failure to obey a safety warning can result in injury 
                                                              to yourself and others

                                                             Indicate[s] a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, 
                                                               could result in minor or moderate injury.

Contents

Introduction
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Pre Operation

SAFETY

Carefully read this manual.  Learn how to safely operate the DownEaster Spreader and how to use the controls 
properly.  Do not allow anyone to operate the DownEaster spreader without proper training and instruction.  
Unauthorized modification to the DownEaster Spreader may impair the function and/or safety of the machine.

Follow safety instructions
Read all safety messages in the manual and on the DownEaster spreader safety labels.  Follow recommended 
precautions and safe operating practice.  Maintain all safety labels on the DownEaster spreader in good 
condition.  Replace missing or damaged safety labels, with new labels, available through your DownEaster 
dealer.

Thoroughly inspect the DownEaster Spreader, for loose or damaged parts, before each use.  Do not use until 
adjustments or repairs are made.
Keep all bystanders, especially children and pets, well away from the area, where the machine will be operated.

Keep all bystanders, a minimum or 20 feet away when unit is operational.
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WARNINGS

Always inspect unit for defects: broken, worn, or bent parts, weakened areas or mounting.

Always shut power source before attempting to service unit. Be sure vehicle wheels are properly 
braked or chocked.

Always keep hands, feet, and clothing away from power-driven parts. Remember it is the owner’s 
responsibility to communicate information on safe usage and proper maintenance of all equipment.

Before attempting any procedure in this book, these safety instructions must be read and 
understood by all workers who have any part in the preparation or use of this equipment.

For your safety, warning and information decals have been placed on this product to remind the 
operator of safety precautions. If anything happens to mark or destroy the decals, please request 
new ones from DownEaster.

Unit must be pinned and locked into position before operating.

Never exceed the Gross Vehicle Weight Rating of vehicle. Failure to do so may limit handling 
characteristics.

Never operate equipment when under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or medication that might alter 
your judgment and /or reaction time.

Before working with the unit, secure all loose clothing and unrestrained hair.

Always wear safety glasses with side shields when servicing spreader. Failure to do this could result 
in serious injury to the eyes.

Always make sure personnel are clear of areas of danger when using equipment. Maintain 20' 
distance from all bystanders when operating the dumper.

Inspect the unit periodically for defects. Parts that are broken, missing, or worn out must be 
replaced immediately. The unit, or any part of it can not be altered without prior written permission 
from the manufacturer.

Never leave material in tub body for long periods of time. Be aware that some materials are 
hygroscopic and will attract atmospheric moisture and harden up.

Remember, most accidents are preventable and caused by human error. Exercising of care and 
precautions must be observed to prevent the possibility of injury to operator or others!
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INSTALLATION

Parts List
Each DownEaster Dump Insert includes the frame, dump bed, hoist and controls, battery cables and 
hardware kit.  The hardware kit includes 4 clamps, 4 carriage bolts, 8 flat washers, 4 lock washers, and 4 
nuts.

Installation
Remove tailgate from truck.  If the truck has a removable bed liner or mat, it MUST be removed . 

NOTE: some short bed Dodge ram trucks from 2003 to 2009, may require an extension kit, due to the bed 
length of 6'-4", being 2" short of nominal length for proper clearance.

continue on next page

Check the hydraulic fluid reservoir.  With the dumper in the down position, the fluid in the reservoir should 
be within 1 to 1½” of the top of the tank.  If necessary, fill with automatic transmission fluid before 
operating.

Most Ford pickups have bolts in the bed that extend through the cross members or frame.  Use the existing 
bolt holes to mount the frame of the dump insert.

On most other trucks, you will need to drill, four 9/16” diameter holes, to mount the insert. 

The two holes at the front of the truck should go through the cross member closest to the front of the truck.  
These holes should be approximately 17” to the right and left of the center of the truck bed.  The two holes 
at the rear of the truck should go through the center of the top frame rail, approximately 5” in from the rear 
of the truck bed. (SEE FIG. 1-A FOR CUT AWAY VIEW)

Use minimum of ½” bolts with lock washers and shake proof nuts.
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INSTALLATION

17 17 

5 

FIG. 1-A 

FIG. 2-A 
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Set the insert into the truck bed, leaving about 18” clearance at the front of the truck bed.

We recommend wrapping the cable in wire loom, to protect it, from damage.  Keep the cable clear of the 
exhaust system and protect at points of rubbing and sharp edges.  Do not expose the cable below the frame 
and prevent it from drooping.

To insure good performance of your spreader, check the condition of truck’s electrical system. Using a digital 
voltmeter, check alternator and battery voltage. The voltage reading should fall between 13.6 and 15.3 volts 
with engine running, head lights and heater fan turned on. If voltage reading falls out of this range check and 
adjust your electric system.  

Lay out all the 6 Gauge cables, to the dumper end, to their respective routes, in the engine compartment 
and along side the vehicle frame. Run the cables back from the vehicle battery, under the cab, and up 
between the cab and truck bed.

Lay out all the 6 Gauge cables to their respective routes, in the engine compartment, making sure the short 
cables can reach the battery terminals, from the circuit breaker mounting location.

Chose clean, dry and cool areas, away from the exhaust, for the 120 Amp circuit breaker and relay. Mount 
with the self tapping screws supplied in the install kit, unless other means of mounting with bolt style 
fasteners is more suitable.

Thoroughly clean battery terminals. Make sure battery terminals have no tarnish or corrosion. DO 
NOT CONNECT WIRE HARNESS TO DAMAGED OR CORRODED TERMINALS! IT MAY RESULT IN 

DO NOT CONNECT BATTERY CABLES AT THIS POINT.

continue on next page

NOTE: DO NOT MOUNT TO PLASTIC REMOVABLE BED LINERS
          DO NOT MOUNT TO BED SHEET; UNIT MUST BE BOLTED TO TRUCK FRAME OR CROSS MEMBER! 

Remove the two shipping straps from the front of the dumper.  The straps connect the dump bed to the 
frame to protect the unit during shipping.

INSTALLATION

               ALWAYS DISCONNECT BATTERY BEFORE ATTEMPTING 
                 TO INSTALL ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS ON YOUR VEHICLE.
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DO NOT BLOCK BODY UNDER LOADED CONDITIONS

Block the unit in raised position, for installation and servicing, to prevent accidental lowering.  A prop is 
provided for blocking. 

continue on next page

Slide dumper completely into truck bed, checking for proper clearance.  Center the unit in the truck bed.  
The rear cross member of dumper frame must not extend beyond truck bed.  Allow ½” minimum clearance 
between dumper and front wall of the truck bed. 

NOTE: some short bed Dodge ram trucks from 2003 to 2009, may require an extension kit, due to the bed 
length of 6'-4", being 2" short of nominal length for proper clearance.

Connect battery cables to positive and negative terminal of battery then raise the unit.

To locate the control box in the cab, remove the three wire terminals from the pump.  If necessary, drill a 
hole in the cab, run the wires back to the pump, and reconnect them as shown in Fig. 3-A (Your unit may 
have a quick connect plug in, if so reconnect plug)

Connect the battery cables to the hydraulic pump.  Connect the negative terminal to the bolt on the insert 
frame directly behind the pump.  Connect the positive terminal to the bolt on top of the solenoid closer to 
the hydraulic fluid reservoir (on top of the green wire to the control box in Figure 3-A).

INSTALLATION

The control box for the insert can be located inside the cab, or left in the truck bed.  If you want to leave the 
control box in the truck bed, skip to the next step.

FIG. 3-A 
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INSTALLATION

Four clamps are provided for easy installation of your insert.  Set the clamps over the frame so that the slots 
on the clamps fit over the holes prepared in step 3.  The clamps at the rear of the truck bed will fit over the 
cross member on the dump insert frame that extends from either side of the frame.  The front clamps will 
be positioned over the frame’s side members.  Fasten the clamps with the hardware provided as shown in 
Figure 4-A.  Important:  Check the bolts after driving the vehicle 100 miles and periodically thereafter to 
ensure they remain tight.

FIG. 4-A 

FIG. 5-A 

Clamps 

Clamps 

FIG. 5-A 
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Mount the cab shield, at the front of the insert, and use supplied hardware kit to fasten. 3 - 5/16" bolts, 
washers, lock washers and hex nuts for the front holes.  4 - 1/4" bolts, washers, lock washers and hex nuts 
for the outer side mounting.  Tighten to torque specs once set in place.

Your DownEaster Dump Insert is ready to provide you with years of reliable use.  Maintain the unit by 
checking the bolts periodically to ensure they are tight.  Grease the fittings at all the pivot points regularly; 
at least as often as you grease your truck, or more if the insert is used frequently or under harsh conditions.

INSTALLATION

Remove the prop blocking the unit.  Use the remote control to cycle the unit several times.  If the dumper is 
too close to the front wall of the truck bed it will not work freely.  If the solenoid flutters or if the unit rises 
very slowly, there is probably a bad ground or a loose connection.

Cycle several times. Press the “Up” arrow on the hand control to raise dump bed. Press the “Down” arrow 
on the hand control to lower the dump bed.  Recheck all bolts to make sure unit is secure.  Raise unit and 
block up using prop rod.
• Unplug Remote cord and hand control from the pump.
• Mount hand control in cab of truck, following instructions on page --- of the instruction manual.
• Remote control box must be mounted In cab of truck. Unit Is not  waterproof and extended exposure to 
moisture will cause damage to control

Ensure proper operation of dump components and/or body, if equipped, to clear all hoses, wiring 
harnesses, and other obstructions.

Optional Cab Shield

Do not exceed 5 MPH with the Dump Insert in the upright position. Avoid sudden stops 
with unit in upright position.

Lubrication
1. Use Cold Weather Multipurpose Grease to lubricate grease fittings at the scissor hoist.   Lubricate grease 
fittings after each increment of ---- hours of use, monthly or according to the maintenance schedule.

Pendant Cord

! WARNING  Keep the electrical wires away from hot exhaust parts and any moving drive components. 

5/16 Bolts 

1/4 Bolts 
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MATERIAL CHART



TARP INSTALLATION



TARP INSTALLATION
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KEY PART # DESCRIPTION KEY PART # DESCRIPTION

1 TA170 / 171 Lower frame assembly 8' / 6.5' (no hoist) 18 TA176 Tailgate, Painted black

2 TA172 Scissor hoist frame assembly (no cylinder) 19 TA177 Tailgate, Stainless steel

3 TPH138 Hydraulic cylinder 20 IP120 Cab shield, Painted black

4 HWF100 Bolt 1' x 8" 21 IP120S Cab shield, Stainless steel

5 HWF105 Bolt 1' x 9 1/2" 22 HWF615 Hinge bolt, shoulder, Allen head (w/ nut)

6 TA272 Scissor arm, sold in pairs 23 N/A Upper lift rod assembly, weld in only,

7 TPH195 Hydraulic hose (single stage) 8' 24 TA173 Prop rod, bolt on

8 TPH196 Hydraulic hose (dual stage) 8' 24 TKA151 Tailgate chain, (pair)

9 TPH193 Hydraulic hose (single stage) 6.5' 26 IP210 Pump mounting bracket, painted black

10 TPH194 Hydraulic hose (dual stage) 6.5' 27 TA188 Pin, upper, 3/4" w/ ring.

11 TPH107 Hydraulic pump (single stage) 28 TPM119 Pin, spring retractable, weld on 

12 TPH108 Hydraulic pump (dual stage) 29 IP510 Bolt down, (x1)

13 .704 Seal rebuild kit, cylinder 30 HWF607 Bolt down hardware kit

14 TPE153 Pendant control (single stage, 3 wire) 31 TKA105 Install kit, complete w/ harness cables, breaker, bolt downs

15 TPE169 Pendant control (dual stage, 4 wire) 32 IP600 Dodge short bed mounting kit 2003-2009

16 TPL121 Bump stop 33 TARP6312 Tarp kit, complete

17 HWF850 Washer, shim 34 TPU106 Tarp mesh, replacement

KEY PART # DESCRIPTION

35 LBL102 Label Thermal die cut Downeaster

36 LBL104 Label Thermal die cut Downeaster

37 LBL110 Label Caution make sure handle mechanisms…….

38 LBL112 Label Danger prior to servicing make sure safety prop is…

39 LBL127 Label Warning it is your responsibility to read,understand ……

REPLACEMENT PARTS
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1. Fluid low
2. System is hydra locked and needs be bled.
3. Pump pressure is set too low.

1. Motor solenoid is bad.
2. Connections from the battery are loose or dirty.
3. Ground connection is loose or not grounded properly.
4. Battery needs to be charged.

1. Down coil is bad and needs replaced.
2. Down valve cartridge needs to be replaced.
3. Connection to the down coil is bad.

TROUBLE SHOOTING

Unit does not lift but pump runs.

Pump motor does not run.

Unit does not go down.

1. If unit does not operate at all: Malfunction is due to switch, solenoid, motor, dead battery, corroded terminals, 
or bad connections at the pump motor package.

2. If unit operates slowly and/or with low pressure: Malfunction is due to a leaking relief valve, clogged filter, worn 
pump, corroded or bad battery terminals, or hydraulic fluid that is too heavy.

3. If unit is unable to hold pressure: Malfunction is due to a leaking relief valve.

If malfunction of the power unit should occur, inspect all hydraulic lines and electrical connections, and check for a 
good ground. Many malfunctions are caused by loose connections. Check the reservoir for proper fluid level 
(approximately 1/2” from top of tank when dumper is down). If fluid must be added, use clean Dextron lll. Please 
keep in mind when servicing this unit that the most common cause of system failure is dirt!!! Keep service area 
clean.

In most cases a leaking relief valve is caused by dirt. Unscrewing relief valve and cleaning thoroughly can often 
correct this.
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